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SOME INEQUALITIES FOR SUBMARKOVIAN GENERATORS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO THE PERTURBATION THEORY

V. A. LISKEVICH AND YU. A. SEMENOV

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We characterize the domain in //-space of generators of submarko-

vian semigroups in terms of the form domain in L2 and give the corresponding

inequality. Using this inequality we obtain a criterion for the formal difference

A - B of such generators to be a generator of a contraction semigroup in LP .

The conditions on perturbation are expressed in terms of forms, i.e., in L2-

terms.

The following elementary inequality with application to the generators of

submarkovian semigroups was found by Stroock [S, CKuS] (see also [V]).

For any p > 1 and 0 < s, t < co

The proof is quite simple:

(s - t)(sp~x - tp~x) = s" + t" - st(sp-2 + t»-2)

<sp + tp - 2tsVsp~2tP-2 = (spl2 - tpl2)2 .

On the other hand,

_4_(y/2 _ ,p/2)2 = ft* zP/2-idz\   <USdz\-\fzp-2dz .(p-1)-1.

In this paper we give two generalizations of this inequality and apply them

to the generators of submarkovian semigroups. We get a characterization for

the domain of the generator in the IP -space in terms of the corresponding

quadratic form in the L2-space. We use the two-sided inequality obtained

for the development of the perturbation theory for the generators in the LP-

space. The conditions on perturbation are expressed in terms of form-bounded

perturbations, i.e., in L2-terms. So in a sense, in our Theorem 2 below, we give

an extension of the KLMN-theorem (see [RSi, K]) to the L^-spaces.
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Lemma 1.   For any p > 1 and s, t £ R1 the following inequality holds true:

4^-(s\sf/2~l - t\t\p'2-1)2 <(s- t)(s\s\p~2 - t\t\p~2)

< a(p)(s\s\p'2~x -t\t\p/2-1)2

where

(xx'p + l)(xx/p'+ 1) 1      1      ,
(1) a(p)=   sup   K--      >\-'- ,        - + Z7 = 1,

*e[0,l] \x '   + t) P      P

a(l) = 2, a(2) = 1, 1 < a(p) < 2, V p > 1. (Moreover, if s and t are of the
same sign, then a(p) can be changed by 1.)

The proof of the left-hand side of the inequality is the same as that of

Stroock's. The right-hand side is equivalent to

(s-t)(s\s\p-2-t\t\p-2)

(s\s\pI2~x - t\t\Pl2~x)2    -    [P>-

It is easy to see that

(s-t)(s\s\»-2-t\t\p-2) (xx/p + l)(xx/"' + l)

,fS. (s\s\p/2-x - t\t\p/2-x)2   jff,n    (xx/2+i)2

Let us point out some properties of the function a(p) which are needed further.

Firstly, a(p) = a(p'); secondly, a(p) decreases on (1,2) and increases on

(2,oc).

Now we give some definitions and explanations.

Let (Af, p) be a measurable space with the rj-finite measure p . We use the

following notation: Lp = IP(M, p), || • ||p is the norm in LP , and

(f,g)= [ f(x)~gjx)dp(x) .
JM

We say that A is a generator of a submarkovian semigroup (submarkovian

generator) if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i)   A is a nonnegative selfadjoint operator in L2 .

(ii)  Hc-'Vlloo < ll/lloo , V/eL'nL-.
(iii)   0 < / £ L2 => e~'Af > 0 almost everywhere.

We say that the operator B is form-bounded relative to A and write B £

PKp(A) if fi is a selfadjoint operator in L2 , 2(\B\X>2) D 3j(Ax'2) , and

|| \B\x'2tp\\2 < P\\Am<P\\l + C(p)\W\\l   V tp £ 2(AXI2)

for some p £ (0, 1), C(B)>0.
Now let A be a submarkovian generator. We can define the operator Ap as

a generator of the contraction semigroup in LP :

(e~,A \ [L2 n -l7])2>_^ = e~lAp   (the closure in LP);

T^ =: (e~'A,y   (' is the sign of the adjoint operator).

By representation of a resolvent in terms of a semigroup, we have

(X + AP)-X[L2 n Lp] = (X + A)~X[L2 nLp]   V X > 0 .

Now we are ready to formulate the main result of the paper:
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Theorem 1. Let A be a submarkovian generator. If f = Re/ £ 2f(Ap) for

some p £ (1, +00) then f\f\p/2"1 = gp £ 3(AXI2) and the following inequality
holds true:

(2) AP-j^\\Axl2gp\\2 < {ApL /|/|P-2) < a(p)UmgP\M

where a(p) is from (1) and if f > 0, then a(p) = 1.

Proof. Let V =: T^. Set P(t,-,G) = T'lG, G £ 38, where 38 is the o-
algebra on Af and lc is the characteristic function of the set G. P(t, •, G)

is a finitely additive set function on 38 and P(t, •, Af) < 1.

For any simple function / = £*=1 c,1g, , where {C,} are disjoint sets of

finite measure, c, € Rl, let us define

r k
/   P(t,-,dy)f(y) = Ttf=Y,CiT'lGi,

f £Jf, JV is the set of simple functions. Then

k k

T'vp = £ c,|c,r 2r'iG,,      T'gp = £ clef/2-1 PiGl,
(=1 1=1

where vp = f\f\p~2, gp = /1/p"2-1.
Let £,(m, u) = j((l - r')w, v). Because of selfadjointness of A and con-

sequently of symmetricity on (x, y) of the finite additive product-measure

dpt(x, y) = P(t, x, dy)dp(x), the following equalities are valid:

(Pf, vp) = (f, T'vp) =l-Jdp(x)Jp(t,x,dy)(f(x)vp(y) + f(y)vp(x)),

((T'lE)f, vp) = (1E, T'\f\p) =l-Jdp(x)jp(t, x, dy)(\f(x)\p + \f(y)\p)

where E is the support of /. Hence we obtain

£t(f, vP) =YtJdp(x)jP(t,x, dy)(f(x) - f(y))(vp(x) - vp(y))

+ }-((!-T'tE),\f\p) ,

et(gP, gP) =Yt I dv(x) I p(( >x> dy)(gP(x) - gp(y))2

+ l((l-TtlE),\ff) .

By Lemma 1 we have

4^et(gp,gp) < et(f, vp) + i (4^! - l) ((1 - T'U), \f\p)

and

et(f,vp) < a(p)e,(gp, gp) .

So we get

n 1

(3) 4—j-et(gp, gp) < et(f, vp) < a(p)e,(gp, gp) .
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Since the set Jf is dense in ReLp, 1 < p < oo, vp £ Re// , (3) holds true

for all f = Ref£Lp.
Now let / = Re/ e 9)(AP). Then (3) and the equality

2(AXI2) = \ tp £ L2 : supet(ip, ip) < co > ,
I r>0 J

which follows from the spectral theorem, yield gp £&(AX/2) and the left-hand

side of (2) if we set 11 0. The right-hand side of (2) now follows from (3) and
the left-hand side.   □

Remark. Theorem 1 is the generalization of the corresponding results of

Stroock [S, CKuS] and Varopoulos [V] in the sense of our assumptions on the

measurable space Af. Besides, the main inequality has been proved on the

natural domain.

Let a(p) be defined by (1). For a fixed ft £ (0, 1) the equation fia(p) =
A(p - l)/p2 has exactly two solutions tx £ (1, 2) and t2 = t\ £ (2, co), where

t\ — hl(h - 1) • This is a direct consequence of the above-mentioned properties
of the function a(p).

Theorem 1 and different consequences are discussed in more detail in [LPSe].

Here we give only the application to the perturbation theory.

Theorem 2. Let A and B be generators of submarkovian semigroups and B £

PKp(A). Then the form-difference A-B = C is well defined and the following
inequality is valid:

(4) \\e-tCf\\P < e'WW'WfWp   Vp 6 [t(P), f(fi)]

V/ £ L2 n LP, where C(0) is from the condition PKp(A), and t(f3) = tx and

t'(P) = h are the corresponding roots of the equation jla(q) = 4(q - l)/q2, 1 <
q < co.

Proof.   Let

Bn = nB(B + n)~x =n- n2(B + n)~l

(Yosida approximation), where Bn is a bounded selfadjoint operator in L? . It

is easy to check that Bn is a generator of a submarkovian semigroup. Besides,

B„<B and Bn £ PKB(A) with the same fS and C(P). So the operator Cp?„ =
Ap - Bnp with 2(Cp,n) = 3)(Ap) is the generator of the quasi-contractive

semigroup T'„ in LP ,  1 < p < co, Vn = 1, 2.Due to Stein [St, p. 67]
these semigroups are holomorphic on Lp , 1 < p < co.

Let u„(t) =: e~tC^"f, f £ L2 n LP. Then u„(t) £ 9>(Cp,n) for any t >

0 and -du„(t)/dt = Cp,nun(t) . Note that ^"^"[ReL2] C ReL2 (it is a

consequence of fi„[ReL2] c ReL2 and the Trotter product formula). Now

without loss of generality, we can assume / = Re /; then un = Re un .

Multiplying both sides of the equation -j-tun = (Ap-Bn,p)un by un\un\p~2,

integrating over M, and using Theorem 1 twice (for the operator Ap and for
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the operators B„tP) and condition Bn 2<B £ PKp(A) we obtain

-~IKII£ = ((Ap - Bn<p)un , un\un\p-2)

= (Apun, u„\un\p-2)-(Bn,pun, u„\un\p~2)

>4^ii^i/2(M„|M„r/2-i)ii2-a(p)ii^2p(M„|Mnr/2-i)||2

> (4^- - M/>)) \\Axl2(un\un\pl2-x)\\\ - C(p)a(p)\\un\\p.

Consequently, for any p £ [t(P), t'(P)\

^t\\un\\p<pC(P)a(p)\\un\\p.

Thus \\un(t)\\p<ec^a^'\\un(0)\\p or

(5) \\e-t{A-Bn)f\\P < ec^a^'\\f\\p   V/ € L2 n LP.

Since A-B < C2„ < C2>m provided n > m, then e~tCl •« -» e~tC strongly in

L2 [K, Chapter 6]. So that by (5) and by Fatou's lemma we can pass to the

limit in (5):

\\e~t(A-B)f\\P < ecma{p),\\f\\p   V/eL2nLp.   □

Thus we have defined the operator (A - B)p in terms of form-boundedness

and showed that this operator is a generator of quasi-contraction semigroups in

Lp.

Remarks. 1. The sharp constant in the right-hand side of the inequality (2) can

be less than a(p) for certain submarkovian generators, for example, for poten-

tials. Therefore the constant a(p) in (4) could be replaced by lim„ inf aB„(p).

2. The semigroup e~"-A~B^ need not be positivity preserving. However, if

e-t{A-B„,2) are positivity preserving for sufficiently large n then setting u„(t) =

e~'Cl ■" I/I» / € L2 n LP , we can repeat the proof of Theorem 2 using inequality

(2) with / > 0 and a(p) = 1. Instead of (5) we obtain

l]e-t(A-B„,2)imp < eC(B)tmp f feL2nLP.

Thus taking into account the inequality \e~'C2-"f\ < e~tCl-n\f\, we get

\\e-^BHP<ecmt   Vpe[t+(P),t+(fi)],

where t+(fi) = 2/1 + y/Y^p,  t'+(p) = 2/1 - y/Y^fi .
3. Theorem 2 for the case of the Schrodinger operator -A - V and the

sharpness of the dependence t(P) as a function of P was proved in [KoSe].
We now turn to the generalization of one of the inequalities proved in The-

orem 1.

Lemma 2.   Let tp : R| —> R+ be a function such that

(i)   tp(z) = 0   Vz £[0,b] for some b>0;
(ii)   f'(z)>0   Vz>b;
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(iii) the function g9(z) is differentiable for z>b where

f z<f>(z)-K   if z^b,

^(Z) = {0 ifz<b,

(j>(z) = y/fp'(z)   , K = Z<f>(z)\z=b ;

(iv)   supz>b (1 + z<t)'(z)/4>(z))2 = c~x <co.

Then for all t, s £[b, +co)

c-x(t - s)(tp(t) - <p(s)) > (g,(t) - gv(s))2 .

Proof.

(g,(t) - S^))2 = (/' dg,(z?)   = (|'(z0'(z) + tp(z)) dz^j

<c-x(t-s)(<p(t)-tp(s)).  a

Theorem 3. Let tp and gy be the same functions as in Lemma 2. Let A be a

generator of the submarkovian semigroup e~lA . If f = Re/ £ 3(AP) for some

pe[l,+co) and tp(\f\)Apf£Lx(M,p), then g,(\f\) £ 3(AX>2) and

cMl/2g9(\f\)\\l < (APf, (sgn/>(|/D> •

The proof is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 1 when using the

equality Ttoaf(x) = f P(t, x, dy)f(y), V/ e L°° , the evident inequality

(Apf, (sgn f)tp(\f\)) > lim^i^H/l,  tp(\f\)^ ,

and Lemma 2. If we set <p(z) = zp~x, b = 0,then <f)(z) = yfp - lzpl2~x, gv(z)

= yjp - 1 zpl2 , c~x = p2/4. Hence we obtain the left-hand side of Stroock's

inequality. If <p(z) = ln z, b = 1, then

,        / v^-1    ifz^l,

^U}~10 ifz<l

and cp = 4. Moreover, (s - t)(lns -\nt) > 4(^/5 - y/1)2 Vs, t > I. So from

Theorem 3 we get that the conditions / = Re/ € 3>(AP) for some p > 1

and ln+ |/| • Apf £ Lx are sufficient to conclude l|/|>i y/\f\ £ QJ(AXI2) and
the corresponding inequality holds true. This fact was a crucial tool in the

investigation of the essential selfadjointness of the Schrodinger operator with

negative form-bounded potential in the case of zero-bound [LSe]. It should be
pointed out that for this case the analog of the right-hand side of the inequality

of Theorem 1 cannot be obtained.
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